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Renewables in Africa (RiA) and International Society for Energy and
Sustainability Research (ISESR) announce affiliate partnership

LONDON, UK – 24th July 2020
Build Back Better! As the conversation about reviving economies around in a post-COVID
World focuses on a green recovery, one thing is certain: Africa would need to seriously
address skills shortages within the clean energy sector to boost capacity building. Rather than
candidates looking to enter the sector, it is the opportunity to build and nurture professional
development and provide organisational growth that is in short supply.
Conscious of this challenge, Renewables in Africa and ISESR have decided to come together
to promote knowledge enhancement opportunities for professionals, companies and
government institutions and collaborate on projects.
As Africa Clean Energy Champion, Renewables in Africa is delighted to announce this affiliate
partnership with International Society for Energy and Sustainability Research (ISESR).
RiA’s Chief Executive Officer, Tony Tiyou has this to say: “We’re regularly contacted by
professionals, young and mature, desperately looking to either enter the market or retool to
make sure they can stay relevant in today’s market. In addition to that, COVID is disrupting
old economies models and forcing people toward training opportunities in order for them to
access opportunities. Through their certification programmes and workshops, ISESR is
perfectly addressing this need”.
ISESR mission is to advance the field of Energy and Sustainability to inspire better living of
humanity with a sustainable world by involving the industry experts and veterans from
around the globe.
The partnership with RiA will allow the institution to better promote their training, workshops
across the Africa Clean Energy Industry and also collaborate with an experienced engineering
company. Echoing this point, Krishna Rubigha, India CEO and top executive of ISESR has this

to say: “Tough times require smart moves. ISESR is glad to have Renewables in Africa as our
affiliate partner whose sole mission is to bring power to Africa. COVID – 19 has given a
compelling perspective to reiterate our stand towards fighting climate change. And that’s not
one human, one organization work. Synergy is most important between organizations across
globe to address the changing dynamics of working order of the world. ISESR joining hands
with RiA will bring about a good impact towards that initiative.”
RiA and ISESR are together stepping up efforts to make the green recovery a success. Sky is
not the limit…it is the start.
For further information, please do contact:
Tony Tiyou
CEO of Renewables in Africa
tony@renewablesinafrica.com

Krishna Rubigha
CEO (India) ISESR
krubigha@isesr.org

About Renewables in Africa (RiA)
Renewables in Africa is a clean Energy Engineering Company providing services in Renewable
energy and Energy Management to project developers and investors. RiA is primarily focusing
in projects in Africa but will also advise clients for projects in other emerging markets. We
provide Project Origination & Development, Markets Insights to projects developers,
investors and clean energy companies.
Renewables in Africa also a Media platform which vision is to transform Africa and African
Lives by leveraging the Power of Renewable Energy. The ambition is to Raise the Technical
Awareness about Renewable Energy and Energy Management in the African Continent and
disseminate the information.
Our mission is simple: Bring (Back) Power to Africa.
https://www.renewablesinafrica.com/

About ISESR
ISESR is an enriched knowledge platform developed through the synergy of expertise, and
experience of highly aspiring and achieving minds to enable the Professionals, Industries, and
Organizations in the path of Energy and Sustainability.
ISESR Vision: To be the global leader in transmuting the excellence in Energy Efficiency and
Sustainability.
ISESR Mission: To advance the field of Energy and Sustainability to inspire and enhance better living
of humanity with a sustainable world by involving the industry experts and veterans from around the
globe.

https://www.isesr.org

